Immune intervention at diagnosis--should we treat children to preserve beta-cell function?
Type 1 diabetes (T1D) is characterized by loss of beta-cell function. If beta-cell function can be preserved, it will lead to improved metabolic balance with improved quality of life and fewer acute and late complications, and if residual insulin secretion improves well enough, then that could lead to complete remission and even cure of the disease. Several efforts to save residual beta-cell function have been made for more than three decades without success. Proof of principle has been possible, and it seems clear that immune suppression or immune modulation, in fact, can stop the destructive process and thereby preserve beta-cell function. However, the effect seen in adult patients with T1D have been minimal or absent in diabetic children who seem to have another or at least more aggressive disease process. Furthermore, the immune interventions have had too serious and common adverse events in comparison to the scarce-positive effect. Recent more specific immune modulation with anti-CD3 monoclonal antibodies seems more encouraging with at least postponement of the C-peptide decline, but unfortunately still with common and quite threatening adverse effects. Even more promising are the autoantigen therapies, of which glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) vaccination has shown good results with impressive preservation of residual insulin secretion in 10- to 18-year-old type 1 diabetic patients with recent onset. In patients with short diabetes duration at intervention the effect was remarkable. Furthermore, these effects were achieved with no adverse events. Future studies will show whether the good effect seen so far can be confirmed. If so there is hope that GAD vaccination will cause remission and even cure and prevention of T1D will then no longer be just a dream.